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ABSTRACT
Increasing network speeds challenge the packet processing
performance of networked systems. This can mainly be at-
tributed to processing overhead caused by the split between
the kernel-space network stack and user-space applications.
To mitigate this overhead, we propose Santa, an application
agnostic kernel-level cache of frequent requests. By allow-
ing user-space applications to o✏oad frequent requests to
the kernel-space, Santa o↵ers drastic performance improve-
ments and unlocks the speed of kernel-space networking for
legacy server software without requiring extensive changes.
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1. THE QUEST FOR SPEED
Increasing line rates challenge the packet processing per-

formance of current network stacks. These performance
challenges can be attributed to two main overhead factors:
i) memory allocations and copy operations, and ii) over-
heads by performing system calls and the required context
switches. These costs particularly take e↵ect at high line
rates (e.g., multiple 10G interfaces) where many (small) re-
quests need to be processed (e.g., DNS tra�c). Thus, dras-
tic increases in network line speeds significantly challenge
packet processing in commodity hard- and software where
CPU speeds do not scale with increasing line speeds.

One line of research addresses this problem by proposing
kernel optimizations. Proposed optimizations involve to i)

channelize processing [4], to ii) slim down socket bu↵ers [2],
or to iii) use batching to reduce overheads [5].

More radical approaches to tackle this challenge involve
(partially or completely) bypassing the kernel by either i)

o✏oading packet processing to specialized hardware (see
e.g., [2, 7]) or by ii) shifting packet processing to user-land
stacks (see e.g., [3, 6, 8]). The latter represents an active
line of research that achieved drastic performance increases
and lower CPU footprints by avoiding kernel based packet
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processing overheads [6]. These advances have proved to be
useful for accelerating software switches [9], HTTP [3,6] and
DNS servers [6].

However, the drastic performance increases of user-land
stacks also come at a price. Concretely, they require special-
ized microstacks running in dedicated applications to show
their full potential. We complement this work by propos-
ing a middle ground. That is, we trade o↵ some of the
potential performance increases of microstacks for the abil-
ity to rely on the well-established and full-featured network
stack implementation of Linux. Instead of moving all net-
work stack logic to the application, we enable applications to
move parts of their logic into the stack. In contrast to earlier
approaches that implement full server-specific logic in kernel
space (e.g., khttpd [1]), we propose Santa, an application-
agnostic mechanism allowing user-level server applications
to o✏oad requests to common replies to a kernel-level cache.

We exemplify the benefit of Santa by using a standard
DNS server and o✏oading frequent DNS requests to our
kernel cache. In this evaluation, we achieve drastic im-
provements in both response time (almost 2⇥ faster) and
throughput (up to 4⇥ higher) even with a standard stack.
Thus, Santa unlocks the speed of kernel-space networking for
legacy server software without requiring extensive changes
or specialized implementations. By this, we aim to pave the
way for new packet processing pipelines and complement the
ongoing discussion on user-level network stacks.

2. SANTA ARCHITECTURE
We show the Santa architecture in Figure 1 (c) and com-

pare it to (a) a traditional network stack and (b) netmap [8]
as a well-known approach to bypass the kernel for realizing
user-land protocol stacks. The Santa architecture involves
realizing a kernel-level cache that is instrumented by appli-
cations to o✏oad replies to frequent requests. This way,
we achieve performance increases by avoiding costly context
switches to the user-space for frequent requests.

To enable reply o✏oading to the kernel cache, Santa ex-
tends the Linux kernel socket interface to enable applications
to control the kernel-level cache. This cache control requires
application modifications and comprises ways to install, up-
date, and remove cache entries. Each cache entry includes
a filter rule applied to incoming packets. If a rule matches,
the kernel replies with a pre-cached response instead of for-
warding the packet to the user-level process. Otherwise, the
packet is handed over to the application via the socket in-
terface, so that the server can create and send the reply.

Since the installed filter rules do not involve application
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Figure 1: In a standard network stack, all packets are pro-
cessed in both kernel and user space. Netmap bypasses the
kernel to process packets in user space, requiring specialized
microstacks. Santa provides a kernel cache to answer com-
mon requests without passing the packet to the application.
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Figure 2: In a local network, the server’s processing time
forms a sizable part of the RTT. The Santa kernel cache
provides significantly faster response times.

logic and match on packet contents, the Santa architecture
is application agnostic. That is, every application can uti-
lize the Santa API to o✏oad packet processing to the kernel
cache. In case that no cache items are installed, Santa be-
haves as a standard Linux kernel, i.e., all incoming packets
get forwarded to the user-space process.

Santa is especially beneficial for applications that receive
frequent requests that can be answered with pre-cached replies.
A typical example application is DNS servers, where a small
number of resource records is requested very frequently.

3. USE CASE EVALUATION: DNS SERVER
In our preliminary evaluation, we focus on accelerating

BIND 9, a widely used DNS server.
Our experimental setup comprises one server (quad-core

3GHz with 8GB RAM) running the BIND 9 DNS server
on top of our Santa kernel and four DNS clients with stock
kernels generating DNS queries, connected via an Ethernet
switch. Each machine is equipped with a 1Gbit/s inter-
face. We emulate a maximum-load scenario in which the
clients send requests as fast as possible, saturating the link
from the switch to the server. Figure 2 shows box plots of
the round-trip time (RTT) distribution of requests, as seen
by the client. Santa provides a significantly lower response
time, with median values of 1.95ms vs. 3.7ms.

In a second set of experiments, we sent requests that hit
the kernel cache with a certain probability (0%, 25%, 50%,
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Figure 3: Serving requests with pre-cached replies drasti-
cally improves the request throughput of a server.

75%, 100%), and otherwise fell through to BIND. We then
measured the number of requests that the server could pro-
cess. Figure 3 shows that not only does Santa increase the
throughput on our test machine by a factor of 4.4. It also
shows throughput increases especially at lower cache hit
rates: at 25% cache hits, throughput already increases by
258%, more than half the way to the maximum achieved
increase. Thus, even in scenarios where our cache can only
serve a small fraction of all requests, significant throughput
improvements can be expected.

Concluding, our preliminary evaluation shows that drastic
performance improvements are possible without clean-slate
user-land network stack approaches.

4. FUTURE WORK
As next steps, we plan to evaluate the performance of

Santa on real-world traces from major DNS servers, as well
as to compare our solution with user-level network stacks.
Furthermore, since Santa is currently limited to UDP, we
plan to extend it to support TCP so that additional server
applications can benefit from its caching.
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